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Devotion celebrates the magical connection between humans and their four-legged soulmates.

Written by an animal communicator, this beautiful and heartwarming collection of short stories

honors the love, courage, and unbreakable bonds these amazing partners share as they navigate

life. Anyone who has ever looked into the eyes of their beloved animal companion and wondered

what they were thinking will fall in love with this book. The author, a passionate animal lover,

donates a portion of all proceeds to animal rescues and sanctuaries.
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DOBIE HOUSON is an activist for animal rights, an animal communicator, and the award-winning

author of Finding Forever: The Dogs of Coastal German Shepherd Rescue, and Four-Legged

Wisdom: Sacred Stories from an Animal Communicator. An ardent activist for animal rescue,

Houson is founder and executive director of Finding Forever, a foundation dedicated to raising

money and awareness for animal rescue causes through the arts. A lifelong animal lover and animal

communicator, she has worked with dogs, cats, and horses. But it was her desire to understand and

connect with animals on a deeper, more meaningful level that ultimately led her to study animal

communication, including honing her telepathic skills. She has trained with some of the country's

most respected intuitive counselors and animal communicators and, today, is a sought-after teacher

and trainer herself. A professional communicator and prolific writer, she contributed to Why We

Ride: Women Writers on the Horses in Their Lives (Seal Press, 2010), a popular anthology edited

by writer and educator Verna Dreisbach. She also heads StrategiCreation, a marketing and

communications consultancy for business start-ups. When she's not working with animals, Houson



serves as director of marketing research for The Ken Blanchard Companies, a global consulting firm

specializing in leadership and talent development. Her research has been published in many

world-class academic journals. Dobie Houson lives in Valley Center, California, north of San Diego,

with her family, her animal companions and her lively horse, Bear.

Since I read and loved Dobie's first two books I had no doubt that I would love this one too. As an

avid animal lover, this is just the kind of books that I enjoy reading. Also I love the fact that Dobie

loves animals too and is a huge advocate for them. I personally have always tried to talk to my

animals when away would send them mental messages and I have no way of knowing for sure but I

like to think that they received my messages and did help calm them while I was away. Dobie's

ability to speak to animals whether alive or have departed is so amazing to me and makes each and

every chapter in her books so interesting. I always hate for each chapter to end but also ready to go

to another one. I loved this book as much as the first two and recommend it to anyone that loves

animals.

I just purchased this book and can't wait to read it! Based on the sample I know that it will not

disappoint. Dobie Houson'sÃ‚Â Four-Legged Wisdom: Sacred Stories from an Animal

CommunicatorÃ‚Â touched my heart to the very core. It sounds like a cliche, but the book really

brought me joy, laughter, happiness and tears. It is very comforting to learn more of the human -

animal bond which every animal lover understands. But Houson writes with such honesty and

clarity....and not only of dogs and cats! Her last book had the most touching story of a horse!I have

given her book, Four-Legged Wisdom away as a gift several times, so I have ordered a new copy

for myself before!Devotion: Humans and Their Four-Legged Soulmates

It's such a treat to have a new book from the gifted author of FINDING FOREVER. These stories

will resonate with anyone who has ever felt deeply connected to a pet. You're not making it

up--these four-legged beings are souls very much like you and me, with feelings and thoughts of

their own. Reading this book, you'll gain insights into the bond you share with the special animal in

your own life. And you'll never look at animals in the same way again.

New animal friends and old ones make this book part of a journey of love and understanding for

animal lovers and communicators everywhere. I like to read Dobie's stories one at a time so I can

reflect on the relationships she describes so beautifully. Barney's relationship with Mike reminded



me of my brother and his life saving German Shepherd, Misty. She was such a gift to him and

helped him learn patience too. It's just great to read about horses and their people too. Mambo was

a story that showed me that Dobie understands horses as well as she does dogs. It was a great

finale to see another horse, Bear, return after we first met him in an earlier animal communication

book. Pick up these stories. They are just great.

Once again Dobie Houson shares how meaningful animals are to our lives with her beautifully

written stories of the bonds between humans and their faithful companions. Her caring style of

sharing these stories will bring your emotions right to the surface as you read about the laughter,

joy, and even grief that can only be experienced when two souls have a complete and trusted

connection.

This is an amazing read, I recommend this book to all animal lovers and anyone that has had a pet

in their life time!The book leaves you with a whole new outlook towards the way we see our

pets!This author has a wonderful gift and is sharing her talents through the stories!Kevin Gonsowski

Animal lovers everywhere would love this book. Dobie Houson has an amazing gift and is able to

capture the essence of that magical bond between humans and their animal companions. Each

story is touching, entertaining and at times heartbreaking--a must read for any animal lover!

This wonderful book will bring tears to your eyes and warm your heart! Dobie has done it again with

this new book full of heartwarming stories. If you have ever loved a "fur baby" this is a must read!

It's a book you will want to read over and over and not but down.
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